Complete the Sentences

**Directions:** Choose the best word that completes each sentence.

1. May will ________________ the speaker to the assembly.
   - introduce
   - induce
   - abduct

2. Some people can speak another language ________________.
   - fluid
   - influence
   - fluently

3. Henry created a loud ________________ to distract Anna’s attention so Pete could slip a valentine into her desk.
   - diverse
   - diversion
   - reversion

4. Most people who ________________ their food intake will lose weight.
   - conduct
   - deduct
   - reduce

5. If I were an ________________ person, I would not show off my wealth.
   - educated
   - affluent
   - extrovert

6. Marcos wanted to ________________ his family’s car so it would run on biodiesel, but didn’t know how to do it.
   - invert
   - converse
   - convert